
Instructions 

Key L = left; R = right; TL = turn left; TR = turn right; X = cross over; CONT = continue; THRU = 
through; ST = stile; WM = waymark; FPS = footpath (or bridleway) sign; FB = footbridge (normally 
wood); TK = track; RD = road; KG = kissing gate. EP enclosed Path. FSD For Some Distance.  Imm 
Immediately. All distances are approximate  

 

From Retreat Turn Right and follow main road through Pleshey village (ignore L RD turns) for 850M 
to reach Anglia Water metal gate, on your R, just past ‘Mount House’. Go up to gate and TL following 
extremely close by fence then ditch (on your L) for 450M passing WM to X ditch on earth bridge by 
another WM.  

 6 Immediately TR, ditch now on your R, and CONT in same direction ahead on field edges for 1000M 
to where concrete bridge crosses ditch. TL for 50M towards reservoir and TR at WM following TK at 
bottom of bank.  

 7 TL (with bank) for very short distance then TR & CONT on TK with ditch and then also hedge on 
your L. Follow this TK for 450M until just before next reservoir on right. TR off main TK at WM for 
50M and CONT on TK as it bears L. Follow TK (bank on L, ditch on R) for 200M to RD.  

 8 X RD to FPS and CONT ahead, hedge on your L, for 800M (ignoring path to L) to reach RD (Great 
Waltham).   

 9 X RD and TR along path into Great Waltham. Pass Church on Left carry on out through Great 
Waltham, continue pass concrete cross memorial, continue pass 40 mile signs, continue Pass Pub ‘’   
‘’  on keeping on left. 

At FPS TL through hedge. Bear right aX  field towards concrete pillar box. X earth bridge continue aX 
field up steps to road. X RD, X FB bear right on foot path which goes between two houses and at RD 
TL. Continue on path over bridge then immediately X RD at FPS follow footpath (with side road on 
your left.) Through KG into EP. At field bear right towards red Dog bin, go through hedge TR at MP. 
TL over wooden bridge. Follow footpath (with fence on left) to KG. TR and follow footpath with river 
on right. Through KG and continue 20mt TR along path FSD with river always over to the right. 

 

At KG Imm TR (10m) through next KG and TL along path continue through gate to KG over wooden 
bridge and Imm TR with river on your right. Over wooden bridge at Nature Reserve sign bear R along 
path. Over wooden bridge and continue in same direction (with river over to your right). In field 
corner TL follow path away from river. TR follow path to field corner through hedge to RD. TR along 
road X two bridges to whit house on L. Imm TL at FPS into EP (house on L). X EB X Field to track. 
Continue in same direction aX to MP. Continue with Hedge on R though to next field with hedge on R 
continue to Rd  

As with all instructions, markers do occasionally change and you mean find people playing sport 
which will mean a trip round the edge of the pitch.  Walk at your own risk, we cannot be held 
responsible if you get lost! 

 


